
 

cycloBEAT - Personalized Group Training Experience 

cycloBEAT is a new and revolutionary way to make group cycling more fun and personalized 

In cycloBEAT, participants compete with each other at their own personal fitness level. The characters speed in the 

virtual world is based on how close the participants can get to the Target (% of Max HR). 

The closer you get to the target %, the faster your character goes! 

The target and the intensity will change during the race with the big screen landscape adapting as you go, making 

cycloBEAT immersive and personal at the same time.  

cycloBEAT has three different gamified competition modes; Individual racing where users compete against other cyclists 

as individuals and Group and Team modes in which the groups or teams overall performance is the key to win. This 

brings a totally new, social and competitive element into indoor cycling. cycloBEAT technology will be used in other 

types of group training as well. The technology doesn't require any specific equipment to work, only a HR belt is 

required. 

cycloBEAT answers to the needs of modern group training where exercising becomes an experience and can be modified 

for each participant’s individual need 

 

 

 



 

cycloBEAT Technical Specifications 

How it works 

cycloBEAT can be used with any bike and does not require any special sensors or console on the bike. The only needed 

element is a HR belt from MYZONE (MZ-3) or Polar (H7, H10 or H01). Users login to the cycloBEAT class from the 

cycloBEAT touch screen console. The console automatically detects nearby users and login is easy with just a few clicks 

on the touch screen. 

Every user has their own personal data displayed on top of the big screen. This includes username,  

current HR and % of Max HR.  

Target (% of Max HR) changes every 2 min depending on the length and difficulty level of the class. cycloBeat comes pre 

programmed with 30, 45 and 55 minute classes with different difficulty levels. New classes are added on a regular basis.  

What's in the package? 

cycloBEAT comes as a standalone kiosk unit. Just plug the unit to a screen/projector and cycloBEAT is ready to go. The 

unit includes a powerful DELL pc together with both Polar and MYZONE receivers. More receivers will be added. 

The DELL pc comes with 3 years global on-site warranty + global remote support by CSE. 

What's required for setup? 

Minimum 65” screen or projector. cycloBEAT supports multi-screen setups for bigger groups. Internet connection is 

required for software updates and global remote support. Recommended number of bikes for one screen is 4-20 and 

18-40 when using two screens. 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 


